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ABSTRACT: The ambiguity in Isa 54:16a concerning the identity of the subject (YHWH or the smith) of the two verbs evoking a metallurgical action (to blow and to cast) is identified here as a rhetorical device intending to conceal the essential relation of YHWH with metallurgy. Integrated in the whole Isaiah 54 chapter, this device becomes a plea for the definitive replacement of Edom with Israel as YHWH’s people, exactly as in Isaiah 34-35 and Isaiah 61-63.
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INTRODUCTION
Isaiah 54:16 rarely attracts special attention in scholarship, its meaning being generally considered quite clear. In the first hemiverse, YHWH claims that he has created (ברא) the smiths; in the second, he takes credit for the creation of users of the instruments of destruction (produced by the smiths). Such rhetoric is unsurprising in Isaiah 40-55, a section well known for developing the theme of YHWH’s control of the entirety of the universe and its elements.1 Scholars have even identified literary devices that typically promote "rhetoric of monotheism" in Isaiah 40-55.2 They include the use of formulae claiming the exclusivity and incomparability of the god and self-predications in which YHWH affirms his power of salvation and his status as a supreme divine entity who controls the whole earth and its transformations.3 Such self-glorification is characterized by an abundance of rhetorical questions and nominal sentences with participial predicates,

in which the subject remains the divine self even if this is not explicitly expressed. The extensive use of the verb brʾ as to create in Isaiah 40-55 well integrates such rhetoric trend. This is why the double use of brʾ in Isa 54:16 evoking the creation of both the makers and the users of weapons should come as no surprise. It aptly combines the dual dimensions of consolation and hope that characterize Isaiah 40-55 and the self-predication and self-glorification of YHWH that are identified with the rhetoric of monotheism in the same set of verses. More specifically, it supports the idea of divine protection of Israel against its enemies, which is expressed in the subsequent verse (Isa 54:17) when YHWH assures Israel that he has the power to render weapons inefficient insofar as they are trained on against his protected nation.

All these considerations do much to bolster the general consensus concerning the meaning and interpretation of Isa 54:16, reflected by the ESV translation of this verse:

הוֹ אָנֹכִי בָרָאתִי חָרָשׁ נֹפֵחַ בְּאֵשׁ פֶּחָם וּמוֹצִיא כְּלִי לְּמַעֲשֵה
Behold, I have created the smith who blows the fire of coals and produces a weapon for its purpose; I have also created the ravager to destroy.

Several observations, however, suggest that the meaning of this verse is not as simple as it may appear. In the second hemiverse, for example, an ambiguity remains concerning the nature of both the subject and the complement of the piel ḥbl (= to destroy) due to its infinitive aspect. This ambiguity is well reflected by the English translation: I [YHWH] have created the ravager to destroy. Uncertainty also remains concerning the silenced complement of this infinitive verb. Whereas most translators identify it with populations

5 In Isaiah 40–55, the verb brʾ evokes YHWH as creator of the earth (e.g. Isa 40:28; 42:5), of mankind (Isa 45:12) and of Israel (Isa 43:1,15). It also relates specifically to the creation of YHWH’s faithful servants (Isa 43:7).
6 The verb brʾ, among the prophetic books, occurs once in Isaiah 1–39 (Isa 4:5); fifteen times in Isaiah 40–55 (Isa 40:26,28; 41:20; 42:5; 43:1,7,15; 45:7,7,8,12,18,18; 54:16,16) and four times in Isaiah 56–66 (Isa 57:19; 65:17,18, 18). In comparison, this verb is found only three times in Ezekiel (Ezek 21:35; 28:13,15), once in Jeremiah (Jer 31:22), Amos (Am 4:13) and Malachi (Mal 2:10), and nowhere else in the prophetic books.
8 Westermann, Isaiah, 279. This interpretation is already defended by medieval exegetes, such as David Kimhi.
9 A similar translation is found in the American Standard Version; Common English Bible; Holman Christian Standard Bible; The Darby Translation; Hebrew Names Version; Jubilee Bible 2000; King James Version; Lexham English Bible; Orthodox Jewish Bible; Douay-Rheims Catholic Bible; Revised Standard Version; Third Millennium Bible; The Webster Bible. In some version, this interpretation is even extended to stress the causal link between YHWH creating the smith and the tools he produces. See, for example, the God's word version: “I've created blacksmiths to fan the coals into flames and to produce useful weapons. I've also created destroyers to bring destruction”.
10 In Isaiah 40–55, the subject of such second, infinitive, verb may be the subject or the complement of the previous conjugated verb (see for example Isa 45:1 and 43:20 respectively).
that are victims of destruction, other translators and exeges identify the weapon produced by the smith as the object of destruction in 16b.\textsuperscript{11}

Ambiguity may also be detected in the first hemiverse. The first verb, the subject of which is clearly YHWH, is followed by a complement (the smith), itself followed by second and third verbs in participle state (qal npḥ =to blow, and hif γς’, generally translated as to produce or to go forth), each with its own complement. The difference in conjugation between verb 1 and verbs 2-3 may be indicative of change in the identity of the subject. This difference, however, may also allude to the meaning of these verbs: the perfect tense of br’ corresponding to the completion of the action (the creation of the smith at the time of origin) and the participle of the second and third verbs expressing permanent involvement of YHWH and/or the smith in metalworking activity. Such ambiguity in 16a concerning the subject of verbs 2-3 is reflected in a translation closer to the original Hebrew text: “See, it is I who created the blacksmith who fans the coals into flame and forges a weapon fit for its work; And it is I who have created the destroyer to wreak havoc.”\textsuperscript{12} The absence of comma following the smith identifies him as the subject of verbs 2-3 but the ambiguity remains in a text originally devoid of punctuation.\textsuperscript{13} The aim of this study is to ask whether this ambiguity was intentionally introduced and, if so, for what purpose.

\textbf{ANALYSIS OF THE STRUCTURE OF Isa 54:16}

Ambivalence in the meaning of Isa 54:16 is reflected by the singularities and interrelations of the three segments of the first hemiverse:

\begin{itemize}
  \item [\textbf{a}] וה (הנה) אנכי בראתי חרש
  \item [\textbf{b}] ונָפֵּח בְּאֵשׁ פֶּחָּם
  \item [\textbf{c}] וּמוֹצִיא כְּלִי לְּמַעֲשֵּה
\end{itemize}

\textit{The rhetoric of self-predication}

Both hemiverses of Isa 54:16 begin with the pronoun ānōkî followed by the verb br’, conjugated in the first person singular. This redundancy specifically emphasizes that it is YHWH who is the agent of the action. On the one hand, the pronoun ānōkî is well suited to the context of self-predication that characterizes Isaiah 40-55. On the other, this emphasis extends its influence to the second and third verbs in 16a, as in Isa 43:12a, where the divine I (ānōkî) precedes three successive verbs similarly conjugated in the first-person singular: “It is I (אנכי) [who] declared, saved and proclaimed, there is no foreigner among you”. The very same reality is found in the two hemiverses of Isa 45:12: “It is I

\textsuperscript{11} See, for example, the Geneve translation (French). This opinion has already been defended by the medieval exegete Abraham Abulafia. Such a complementarity in reference to YHWH as the agent involved in both the production of weapons (16a) and their destruction (16b) recalls the creation by YHWH of both peace and evil as evoked in Isa 45:7.

\textsuperscript{12} This translation is found, for example, in the New International Version and in the Complete Jewish Bible.

\textsuperscript{13} Interestingly, a pausal indication is introduced in the Masoretic text immediately after the mention of the smith (השיב), a feature that instead promotes YHWH as the subject of verbs 2–3.
specific species. 

Lake 14 clause may be translated as follows: “For those who contend with you, it is I (אֲנֹּקִי) [who] will contend; your children it is I (אֲנֹּקִי) [who] will save”. This reuse of ānōkî in this latter example is apparently explained by the fact that the action evoked in the two ensuing segments (to contend and to save) are so contrasting that the same self-emphasis device cannot encompass both.

If we transpose these observations to Isa 54:16, we may explain the double use of ānōkî at the beginning of the two hemiverses by the difference in the actions referenced in both. This implies that the divine endeavor cannot be restricted to the act of creation, which is similar in both. And if the double presence of ānōkî in Isa 54:16 projects onto the difference in the actions attributed to YHWH, we may conclude that YHWH is probably subject of verbs other than brʾ, the production of metallic weapons, in 16a as well.

The missing relative clause

Assuming that the smith is the subject of the second and third verbs in 16a, we should infer that the segments 16αβγ are relative clauses of 16αα. The absence of a marker of the relative clauses cannot in itself exclude this eventuality because in biblical Hebrew, many relative clauses are asyndetic, i.e., devoid of a specific marker.\(^{14}\) The prefix י, however, may occasionally serve as a relative pronoun\(^{15}\) and its use for introducing a relative clause is frequently encountered in Isa 40-55 (e.g., Isa 40:26; 41:13; 42:17; 43:16-17; 44:26-28; 47:13; 51:9-10). This use of the י prefix as a relative pronoun is explicitly observed in oracles where YHWH appears in both in the first- and the third-person singular, as in Isa 52: 6: “Therefore my people shall know my name; Therefore in that day they shall know that it is I (יִהוּֽו) who speak: here I am”. Consequently, the absence of a marker of the relative clause in Is 54:16a is not a trivial feature. It rather supports the assumption that the ambiguity surrounding the subject of verbs 2-3 in Isa 54:16a was intentional.

The dative in the 16αγ complement

In the third clause, the verb יָשָׁה (hif), generally translated as brings forth, is followed by a complement, the expression kly lm ʾšhw. The waw-dative here designates specifically who is concerned by the activity leading to the fabrication of the tool/utensil evoked in 16αβ and 16αγ. In contrast to uncertainty as to the subject of verbs 2-3, the last-mentioned entity, evoked by the waw suffix, is unambiguously the smith.\(^{16}\) Ostensibly, then, this third clause may be translated as follows: he brings forth and instrument for his [= the smith]


\(^{15}\) Ibid., p. 339; Paul Joüon and Tamitsu Muroaka, A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew (Rome: Pontifical Institute, 2008), 504–505.

\(^{16}\) This use is similar to the waw-dative found in Gen 1:11–12 associating each seed and fruit to its specific species.
work/purpose. The successful fabrication of an object that fulfills the artisan’s intent, however, evokes no surprise. It is so expected that identifying the smith as being also the subject of the verb creates a redundancy. Some translators simply erased this final indication; others preserved it but attempted to eliminate the triviality by transforming its meaning. The redundancy disappears, however, once YHWH becomes the subject in 16a: the clause specifies that YHWH’s active participation is necessary for the successful outcome of the utensils that the smith intends to produce. This is another argument towards the identification of YHWH as the potential subject of verbs 2 and 3 in Isa 54:16a.

VERSE 16 IN ITS LITERARY CONTEXT

An examination of the content of verses 15 and 17 may help us to identify who performs the actions reported in Isa 54:16a.

Verse 15: If anyone stirs up strife [to you], it is not from me; Whoever stirs up strife with you shall fall because of you.

Verse 17: No weapon that is fashioned against you shall succeed, and every tongue that rises against you in judgment you shall refute; This is the heritage of the servants of YHWH, and their vindication from me, declares YHWH.

Verse 15 informs us that YHWH is not involved in the plans and actions of the enemies of Israel. This claim obviously introduces a dissonance with YHWH’s overwhelming power, expressed in verse 16, and with the monotheistic doctrine extensively argued and developed in Isaiah 40-55. This claim is even especially intriguing after YHWH proclaims himself as even being the source of evil in Isa 45:7.

This contradiction evanesces, however, once YHWH becomes the active agent in 16a, because the specific need to deny any divine participation in the conflicts against Israel (verse 15) becomes a consequence of his systematic participation in metalworking related in verse 16a. The content of verse 17 fits this interpretation well. After claiming that the weapons oriented against Israel are produced against his will (verses 15-16), YHWH promises at the beginning of verse 17 that these weapons will remain inefficient against his protected nation: “No weapon that is fashioned against you shall succeed”.

---

17 This problem is well reflected in the New Revised Standard: “See it is I who have created the smith who blows the fire of coals, and produces a weapon fit for its purpose” (16a).

18 Thus, the 16a hemiverse is translated as “I create the blacksmith, who builds a fire and forges weapons” (Good News Translation) or “I've created blacksmiths to fan the coals into flames and to produce useful weapons” (God's Word translation).

19 For example, in the New Century version, we read: “See, I made the blacksmith. He fans the fire to make it hotter, and he makes the kind of tool he wants.” Alternately, in the Message Bible, the 16a hemiverse is translated as follows: “I create the blacksmith who fires up his forge and makes a weapon designed to kill.”


21 A similar divine obliteration by YHWH of the power of metallic weapons is found in Isa 41:2a: “He shall give as ʿāpār his sword”. This description apparently evokes the formation of deep
The opposition of YHWH to the production of weapons against Israel in v. 15 and his promise of neutralizing them in v. 17 are enough for ensuring a divine protection. The insertion of verse 16 between them is unnecessary, if this latter simply mentions YHWH creating the smith *ab initio*. However, recalling that YHWH is especially involved in metalworking (YHWH as subject of verbs 2 and 3 in 16a) becomes necessary for justifying how weapons may be produced even against his will (v. 15), and even for confirming, through the mastering by YHWH of the metallurgical processes (v. 16), his ability to destroy them by a revert oxidation process. The relationship between verses 15-17 confirms therefore that YHWH is truly the subject of the three verbs in 16a.

THE METALLURGICAL ACTIVITY OF YHWH

The mention of utensils (*kly*) in Isa 54:16aγ indicates that the first hemiverse does not confine to the production of weapons (as expected from the second hemiverse), but rather evokes metallurgy in general. This invites to examine the nature of the relationship between YHWH and metallurgy.

**Metallurgy as essential dimension in ancient Yahwism**

The metallurgical background of ancient Yahwism is suggested first by traces in the Bible of a pre-Israelite cult of YHWH among the Qenites (identified as metalworkers originating in southern Canaan), and traces of Qenite legislation in the Pentateuch (e.g., the Sotah proscription in Num 5:10-31). The hypothesis of the Qenite origin of ancient Yahwism is also supported by YHWH’s origin in southern Canaan (Deut 33:2; Judg 5:4; Hab 3:3) and by non-biblical documents that link YHWH to the Shosu people of Sinai and the Arabah Valley (including explicit mention of the region of Seir) in the Bronze Age. The spread of ethnic markers of this population in south-eastern Canaan during the Iron Age suggests that YHWH was worshipped in Edom, the nation explicitly identified with copper production in the Iron Age, concurrent with his becoming the national deity of corrosion (copper disease) which makes the weapons unusable. See Nissim Amzallag, “The Forgotten Meaning of ʿāpār in Biblical Hebrew”, *JAOS* 137 (2017), 774-775.


the Israelites. Traces of such a metallurgical background of ancient Yahwism are revealed by the YHWH’s volcanic theophany (e.g. Ex 19:16-19) and mode of action (e.g. Nah 1:4-6) because volcanism in antiquity was a typical attribute of gods who patronized metallurgy. The close relationship between YHWH and “burning serpents” (e.g. Num. 21:6-8; 2 Kgs 18:4; Isa 6:2-3) and the metallurgical symbolism of the latter concurs. The kbd-YHWH, a material reality of an exceedingly hot, liquid, and radiant nature in the Bible, has been likened to molten metal, the unshaped nature of which fulfills the interdiction of the representation of YHWH (e.g., Deut 4:15). If molten metal is traditionally identified in ancient Israel as divine theophany (= kbd-YHWH), we may expect YHWH to systematically present in the metalworkers’ shop, at least once the metals reach a molten state. This is why YHWH’s participation in metalworking should not be restricted in Isa 54,16 to the mere creation of the first smith ab initio.

The divine blowing

Blowing air onto a fire is essential in bringing a metal to its melting point, a temperature much higher than the heat produced by a normal fire. Thus, if metallurgy is an essential dimension of ancient Yahwism, it is not surprising to see the deity involved in the blowing process that leads to his theophany. This essential participation of the “breath of YHWH” in boosting fire is suggested in Ps 104:4 (“He makes his messengers winds, his


27 See Nissim Amzallag, “The Serpent as a Symbol of Primeval Yahwism”, Semitica 58 (2016): 208-239. The representation of the celestial universe in Ezekiel 1 as a giant furnace (Godfrey R. Driver, “Ezekiel’s Inaugural Vision”, VT 1 [1951]: 60-62) also alludes to a metallurgical background such as this.


29 The essential participation of a divine power in blowing on metallurgical fire is not surprising, because blowing air is required to attain temperatures necessary for smelting metalworking copper (about 1200 C). Before modern chemistry, the preternatural properties of fire (otherwise reaching temperatures up to 700-800 C) following air boosting were inexplicable absent the constant involvement of a divine being in imparting special power to this ethereal but otherwise inert element. Even though the smith was the agent who manipulated the bellows, the power to attain the preternatural temperatures was provided by a divine principle, which, consequently, was necessarily present in the workshop.
ministers a flaming fire”) and in Job 4:9 (“By the breath of God they perish, and by the blast of his ‘nose’ (נהפוך) they are consumed”).

The many interactions among fire, wind, and the divine "nose" (נהפוך) and even nostrils (נטיבי) also suggests that this imagery Designates a tuyère by which YHWH blows. Such a metallurgical dimension of the breath emanating from YHWH’s ‘nose’ is revealed in Isa 66:15, where the first hemiverse evokes divine action through wind and fire (“For behold, YHWH in fire will come, and like the whirlwind his chariots”) and the second hemiverse evokes their combination (“to blow [להשבי] his ‘nose’ in heat, his roaring in flames of fire”).

A representation of YHWH blowing on metallurgical fire is found in Ezek 21:36a: “And I will pour out upon you my indignation; With the fire of my wrath I will blow (נהפוך) upon you; and I will give you into the hands of fiery men, smiths of destruction”. This verse may hardly be considered a metaphor because the pouring of a hot molten substance is not only a theophany but also a divine mode of action. The subsequent mention of metalworkers in this verse confirms such an intervention between YHWH and the metalworkers. Exactly as in Isa 54:16, this verse evokes YHWH blowing on the fire by which smiths produce weapons of destruction.

The action of casting

The second action is evoked in 16איה by the participle וב ('hif). Extensively used in the Bible (about 280 times), the bib yhs’ may denote leading out, causing a person or people to go out (e.g. Gen 45:1, Deut 1:27), to send over (Ezr 10:3), or to liberate (Ps 31:5). This verb is also used to evoke the release of animals (e.g. Gen 8:17), water (e.g. Num 20:8), wind (Jer 10:13) and even fire (e.g. Ezek 28:18) and, by extension, it denotes bringing forth and even producing (e.g. Gen 1:12; Num 17:23). Given that the last-mentioned usage includes metalworking (e.g. Deut 4:20a), the frequent translation of וב ('hif) in Isa

---

30 According to Patrick D. Miller (“Fire in the Mythology of Canaan and of Israel”, CBQ 27 [1966]: 259) and Steve A. Wiggins (“Tempestuous Wind Doing YHWH’S Will: Perceptions of the Wind in the Psalms”, SJOT 13 [1999]: 16), their mention in two parallel hemiverses promotes their homology.


32 The text remains obscure as long as הושב is understood as the היב 'swb (= to return). However, הושב is also the היב of מושב (= to blow, e.g. Gen 15:11; Isa 40:7; Ps 147:18) and this “windy” context clarifies the meaning of the second hemiverse.


34 YHWH is also represented in Ezek 22:20–21 as blowing on fire for the purpose of melting metals; this vision, however, is merely a metaphor for the destruction of the Israelites.

35 These latter meanings are especially exploited for relating the active involvement of YHWH in Exodus (e.g. Ex 3:8; Amos 9:7).


37 See also 1 Kgs 8:51; Jer 11:4.
54:16a as to produce or to bring forth is not surprising. In Prov 25:4, Ex 32:24, and Job 23:10, however, the verb יֵשָׁ (qal) apparently evokes the flowing of molten metal from its source (a crucible or a furnace).38 This suggests that the hifil form of יֵשָׁ, by expressing a causative meaning,39 may denote the action of pouring/casting molten metal.40 This interpretation is especially relevant in Isa 54:16a because casting liquid metal is the logical extension of the action of air blasting (16aβ) that is needed to bring the metal to its melting point. In view of the relationship between molten metal and kbd-YHWH, it is likely that the ambiguity concerning the subject of the third verb is intentional: it stresses YHWH’s involvement in an activity that leads both to his material revelation and the production of copper implements.

**DISCUSSION**

The active participation of YHWH in the metallurgical workshop, in Isa 54:16, is deduced here from three sets of independent observations: dissection of the structure of verse 16, analysis of its relationship with its adjacent verses, and reference to the metallurgical background of ancient Yahwism. Each of these sets suffices, on its own, to conclude that a rhetorical ambiguity between YHWH and the smith has been intentionally introduced concerning the subject of verbs 2-3 in 16a. What comes next is to elucidate its significance.

**The theological conflict**

In verse 17a, the divine promise of protection against a metallic weapon is accompanied by a similar promise to neutralize the recriminations against Israel. The parallelism of the two assurances is emphasized by the use of similar expressions in both. The oracle is therefore aimed at a people in both military and ideological conflict with Israel. This conflict seems asymmetrical for the additional reason that it is Israel, and not its enemy, that must defend itself against accusations (17a).

The mention of YHWH denying his attachment to the enemy in v. 15 (אני מב洺), using almost the same expression with which he expresses his specific attachment to Israel in verse 17b (אני מצמדים), indicates that the judge in this conflict is YHWH. From the wording of the divine verdict (YHWH vindicates the Israelites and denies all association with its enemies), we may deduce that the conflict here is over the status of YHWH’s "chosen" people, which is disputed between Israel and its enemies. The only conflict of such a nature in the Bible is the struggle for authority over Yahwism between the former worshippers from Mount Seir (Qenites, Edom) and the new congregation from Mount Zion (Israel), stigmatized by the tumultuous transfer of primogeniture rights and/or firstborn status from Esau to Jacob in Genesis 27.

The problematic way the primogeniture rights were transferred from Esau to Jacob and, especially, the lack of divine approbation of Jacob’s initiative in Genesis 27 finds an

---

39 Preuss, "אני", 236.
echo in Isaiah 40-55. There, to the recriminations of the Israelites against YHWH, the
prophet decries the fundamental sin committed by their forefather Jacob: “26Put me in
remembrance; let us argue together; set forth your case, that you may be proved right.
27Your first father sinned; and your mediators transgressed against me. 28Therefore I will
profane the princes of the sanctuary, and deliver Jacob to utter destruction and Israel to
reviling” (Isa 43:26-28).

From such a perspective, the content of Isa 54:15-17 resembles an antidote to the
original sin of the Israelites’ forefather because it introduces a change in YHWH’s attitude
toward the two conflicting peoples. With this oracle, YHWH’s commitment to Israel
overcomes his involvement in metalworking (verse 16), especially if the weapons
produced are intended for use against Israel (vv. 15, 17). From now on, in the event of
conflict between the two, the interests and care of the new people (Israel) surmount the
commitments traditionally attached to the erstwhile people of YHWH, Edom and the
metalworkers.

**The new covenant in Isaiah 54**

Isaiah 40-55 is generally approached as a book centering on a polemic against the
Assyro-Babylonian culture and religion, motivated by the wish to prevent the Israelite
exiles’ assimilation into their host culture and religion and encourage their return to the
land and god of their fathers. This is why the destroyer in Isaiah 54 is traditionally
identified with the Assyrians and/or the Babylonians, the conquering empires responsible
for the collapse of the kingdoms of Israel and Judah and the exile.

However, the metaphor in vv. 1-14 carries another message. YHWH’s gift of jewels
and precious stones to Israel in Isa 54:11-13 symbolizes wedding gifts (= voluntary choice
of YHWH) to a new bride. The promise of divine protection in vv. 15-17 becomes an
extension of the marital metaphor in which the husband commits to protecting his (new)
wife. Therefore, the wedding metaphor in Isa 54:1-14 introduces a theological novelty:
YHWH, who is absent on the occasion of the transfer of primogeniture (Genesis 27), now
explicitly assents to the transfer of religious authority from Edom to Israel. This novelty
invalidates the Edomites’ recriminations (Isa 54:17a) concerning the Israelites’ self-
promotion as the holy people of YHWH. The rhetoric ambiguity in verse 16 clearly well
integrates such a trend. On the one hand, the divine participation in the smiths’ workshop
is not denied because such a denial would divest YHWH of many of his essential
attributes. On the other, the ambiguity surrounding the subject of the verbs in 16aβγ makes
this divine presence easy to dismiss, promoting the idea of disengagement of YHWH in
regard to metallurgy. This trend is even strengthened by the parallel put forward between

---

41 The Israelites’ doubts about the position of the deity is also well expressed in Malachi: “I have
loved you [Israel], says YHWH. But you say: How have you loved us? Is not Esau Jacob’s
brother? YHWH declares: Yet I have loved Jacob, but Esau I have hated. I have laid waste his hill
country and left his heritage to jackals of the desert” (Mal 1:2–3).
42 Merill, “Isaiah 40-55”.
44 Concerning the cohesiveness of all of Isaiah 54 or at least of the vv, 11-17 section, see
Westermann, *Isaiah 40-66*, 278; Schoors, *God your Saviour*, 85; S.L. Stassen, “Marriage (and
the metalworker (16a) and the destroyer (16b), which after identifying the metalworkers with evil denies their closeness with YHWH. This rhetorical strategy contributes to the idea of the replacement of Edom with Israel as the people of YHWH.

**The anti-Edomite position in Isaiah 54**

The present study reveals an importance of Isaiah 54 that far transcends the simple use of a marital metaphor to promote the idea that YHWH defends Israel against its enemies. Beyond this first layer of interpretation, it appears here that this chapter develops the theme of theological substitution of Edom by Israel at YHWH’s instigation. Consequently, the content of Isaiah 54 should be regarded as homologous to the oracle evoking the definitive destruction of Edom by YHWH (Isaiah 34) as a prelude to the definitive salvation of Israel (Isaiah 35).\(^{45}\) The very same dynamic is observed in the last part of Isaiah, where the oracle of Edom destruction by YHWH (Isa 63:1-6) is mirrored by the perspective of Israel’s redemption (Isa 61:1-62:12).\(^{46}\) This is why Isaiah 54 as a whole should be considered homologous in its message to the anti-Edomite theological claim identified in Isaiah 34 and Isaiah 63.\(^{47}\)
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